
By T.H. Murrey

Present an open mind; want to simplify your trading strategy; pull the trigger every time you see price come and touch Murrey’s Yellow Trading lines; take the time to memorize all five of Murrey’s Master Squares: 100, 1,000, 10,000, 100,000 and 1,000,000 (each internal 1/8th, 1/16th, 1/32nd and 1/64th).

If you can’t find these numbers, or can’t remember them, you may request our software program* and it will set them for you. We know you are “too busy.”

Truth: 1992-93:
1) There are no random markets,
2) You can’t pick your place to enter long or short, we must show you,
3) All markets are starting off the same price, from birth, in their present MM Trading Octave,
4) All 3/8th and 5/8th moves are already known in advance,
5) All information is built into the price 18.75 minutes later,
6) All extreme ranges know their MM 4/8ths not the high/low,
7) IPO’s know their MM Trading Lines 18.75 minutes after birth,
8) All markets shifted from Fibonacci 3/8ths (38.2%) to Murrey’s (.375) Fractal and Murrey’s Fractal .625% from Pi (.618%) Oct. 09 1946.

There is a file set aside at www.tradersworld.com/murrey42 for a continuation of this article since space confines us to three pages in the magazine and the article is eleven pages long.

NY Yankee Pitcher “crashes and burns” in NYC

Rookie pilot, pro baseball player, and his instructor drove their plane into NYC Apartment Building along a left bank into the East River. Why? Are their no home land security restrictions? Are we really any safer, if this can happen by our hero? They drove up a dead end u turn river with no clearance or chance. Did they (argue) too late?

Dow 30 Index, YM26 (futures), S&P 500 Cash Market, ESZ6 (futures), US Dollar (DXZ6) and Euro (ECZ6) reacted to the plane crash. They plunged, and closed the day, higher than when the plane hit the apartment building.

Every market reversed (exactly) on the same numbers: Murrey’s MBA: 00152587890625 then reversed up as soon as they knew, it was a baseball player who had lost his control.

Yesterday was a potential terrorist “panic” sell off for all these markets, but each one, reacted to either Gann’s (1920): 25, 50, 75, 100, or Murrey (1992-93) Yellows and Blues.

Just before it happened, Courtney was trading the Euro / US Dollar Forex Spread in a “short” position. The TV was set to our “local” soap opera, Days of our Lives. It was hot and steamy daytime middle class Marta Stewart Brand “between the sheets” sex. Murrey Math Master Level Trader: Lisa Willcall called Murrey to let him know about the plane crash. She also called Murrey Sept. 11 2001, when Murrey was (just about) to start his classes in Brentwood, Tennessee, when he turned on the TV and saw the 2nd plane hit.

Murrey and MM Student Courtney Lunnally were short. When the news started reporting it was known who was dead, the markets reversed up fast.

Murrey and Courtney moved their stops down and got stopped out, trading without any news. We just looked at the Murrey Math Real Time Software Program, which sets it (up) for you.

The Murrey Math Real Time Software Program: (copyright 1996) set up: Oct. 11 2006 1:00 PM (CT)
1) Euro / US Dollar: 1.2543 to 1.2604,
2) US Dollar: 86.5234 to 86.9141,
3) Dow 30 Index: 11,796.875 to 11,875,
4) YM26 Futures: 11,796.875 to 11,953.125,
5) S&P 500 Cash: 1,343.75 to 1,359.375,
6) ESZ6 Futures: 1,343.75 to 1,359.375.

Did you notice all these frame set ups were set as an exact ratio of one number? Can you find it?

Every reverse was off Murrey’s Yellows or Blues, or 5/8ths moves,
or 4/8th, 7/8th or 7/8th moves preset (exactly) in 1993.

Chart # 50, 51, 52

There is no “unknown,” random, panic market conditions, if you use our software program. Can yours do it?

Please go back to Sept. 11, 2001 and look at Murrey’s predictions for the next week, minutes before two planes hit the twin towers, in NYC. The Murrey Math Learning Academy was “coaching” traders, in Brentwood, Tennessee, to expect a reverse up, except for the terrorist attack. Now, go forward, to Sept. 17, 2001, when the markets reopened, and they opened exactly on MM Trading Lines. How does it know?

UAL and AMR

Historical Truth: Your broker remembers these stocks reacted to the “terrorist attack,” since they were airline stocks.

Pythagorean Musical Scale: set to the doubling of the lowest (heard) sound up to the ear piercing + 250 decibels, is equal to (17) octaves above “oommm” started in the mountains in India, 3,125 B.C. (transported from Stonehenge, England).

T. Henning Murrey 1992-93 transposed “oommm” to the frequency pitch: .00152587890625 resonations per cycle per second, so (17) doubles, will predict all future upside market reverses, or the ¾ note or quarter note, 1/8th, 1/16th, 1/32nd or 1/64th added together.

T. Henning Murrey is the only Pythagorean Genius to (see first) and know all the scale pitches, all markets will (have to) exactly reverse off, inside one of its five different of Murrey’s Master Squares: Trading Octaves. Murrey will share them with you now.

T. Henning Murrey owns the Intellectual Rights to all (256) numbers any market can reverse off, if traded on Base Ten.

Sept. 17, 2001

UAL and AMR were trading in the same MM Trading Range: MM 0/8th 12.50 to 37.50 8/8th. These two markets reversed (exactly) off the same highs (37.50) and (14.06) lows. Ask your broker to confirm it, or look at our three charts from the “terrorist attack.”

Charts: # 53, 54, 55

Can you read a chart, to read the future? What is it telling you?

Murrey Math provides “chart reading” classes, since 87.5% of all experienced traders cannot tell you:

1) If it is a long term up trend,
2) If it is a long term down trend,
3) If it is going down, in an up trend, or
4) If it is going up, in a down trend.

Chart # 11
Chart # 12

Chart # 13
Chart # 14

1920: W.D. Gann said: “You must be able to see the major trend and the minor trend.” Murrey says three perspectives.

The Murrey Math Trading Software Program will reveal the three Trends, by simply clicking on different Time Frames: 16, 32, 64, 128 or 256 Days.

March 17, 2000 was the all time high trend reversal day, for the Nasdaq and Jan. 2000 for the Dow 30 Index, predicted by T. Henning Murrey, when the Dow 30 Index was down at 6,875, which was 312.50 below MM 6/8th 7,500 inside Murrey’s Master Square: 10,000. You can be “coached” to do it.

Prove future with past chart: Gann 1920.

Chart: 1995 Dow 30 Index
MM 0/8th 3,750 to MM 8/8th 6,250*

Chart: # 01

Now, simply double this (exact) MM trading Octave and you will know the 2006 highs in the Dow 30 Index from 1995.

Chart # 02
Chart # 03

How can it be done: Logic and Music?

Answer: find the range difference between 3,750 and 6,250: 2,500:
with MM 7/8th at 5,937.50: MM 1/8 = 312.50. Murrey’s Profit Pie: M’Spie = 3.125.

Murrey’s Triple Double: Physics*

Double the trading Frame:

Chart: 1998 to 2000 Dow 30 Index
MM 0/8th 6,250 to MM 8/8th 12,500

Potential highs Dow 30 Index in 2000 (were) predicted off highs from 1995 inside our frame 1995 MM 7/8th 5,937.50.

We are in 2000 (double frame), so 5,937.50 x 2 = 11,875.

Next Murrey’s Math Logic deducted: 7,500 to 10,000 = 2,500, so a Harmonic Balance on the top of 10,000 would be 12,500. If any music runs down – 312.50 points below the bottom of its octave: 7,500, it would want to drop – 312.50 from the top of its octave, the 1st time, which would 11,875 (7/8th) Yellow.

Moron City, Tennessee University

(3.125 miles from Henning, Tennessee) freshman students, who hate math, but love “rap music,” can take a piece of blank typing paper and place 7,500 at the bottom and 12,500 at the top: 10,000 will be in the middle. The total octave spread will be 5,000. Each MM 1/8th = 312.50 points. From the bottom of the page, any ADD student can pay attention long enough to place Key of “C,” “D,” “E,”
“F,” “G,” “A,” and “B,” up the side of the page (every 312.50 points). The Key of “B” will be up at MM 7/8th or 11,875. Anyone who plays any musical instrument, knows the Key of “B” has five (5) sharps and no flats, so 87.5% of all fast reverses down occur off the MM 7/8th, especially, if they run up + 8/8th or + 2,500 points.

87.5% of all commodity traders are “losers” after 90 days, since they don’t understand how to “set the octave.”

Most “traders” convert trading to gambling, since their broker refuses to add Murrey’s Tool to their thinking.

Yesterday afternoon, near Music Row, in Nashville, which is (17th Ave), Murrey talked with Todd Milsap, who went to High school with Murrey’s daughter. Todd invited Murrey to come to Tunica, Mississippi and accept a “free” ticket to his father’s show of singing (50) # 01 Country Hits. Murrey thanked him, but had to decline, since he had already planned to go to Minneapolis then to Chicago to showcase his 50 winners of markets set to music.

2003, Nashville: Thanksgiving Day, Murrey was invited to The Milsap Lunch, sharing food and stories about music and Murrey Math. 2004 thanksgiving week: Murrey met briefly with Senator Bill Frist.

Ronnie Milsap plays the piano set to 440.625 cycles per second (now).

Murrey plays his market music set to 437.50 cycles per second which was the standard back (until) Sept. 1939: Poland.

12.50 years ago, Murrey predicted every future reverse of the Dow 30 Index to be (up) against the Moran’s Measure: Music = Math Pitch: Murrey’s Profit Pie: M’Pie = 312.50 added to MM 2/8th move, inside Murrey’s Master Square 10,000, which any idiot knows = 2,500.

Now, if you have a M.B.A. you are too educated or “too busy” to add: 312.50 to 2,500 enough times to arrive at 12,500. We bet you can’t do it.

MBA Class Fundamentals 101:
It is a requirement of every student to know the exact MM (low and high) since 1998 lows: Pre Y2K Explosion:
1) S&P 100, 2) S&P 500, 3) Dow 30 Index, 4) Nasdaq Composite, 5) Soybeans, so you are not bull shit to believe any US Index is random.

Would you be a doctor, of medicine without studying, past operations’ failures? Why not cut to the chase?

Fast markets (Dow 30 Index) reverse off 312.50 points and medium speed markets reverse off 1/64th off 156.250 points. You already know it.

As markets (music) slows down it reduces its pitch (speed) by ½ notes, ½, 1/8th, 1/16 or 156.25, 78.125, 39.0625 or down as slow as 19.53125 points, which is the slowest normal trading speed, except when everyone is waiting for FMOC Meeting Notes to decide future Interest Rate hikes (past the last 17) in a row. Why did they quit raising Rates after (17) times?

All markets (100% of any market) traded on the Base Ten (87.5% don’t know what this means), will reverse off 3/8th (37.5%) or 5/8th (62.5%) inside any of our (17) different MM Trading Octaves starting as low as Murrey’s MBA: .0015258790625: Murrey’s Binary Algorithm discovered in 1992-93.

Moron I.Q. Test: Start with the smallest tradable # Murrey’s MBA and double it; double the answer again, do it (16) times, what did you come up with?

If you are “too busy” or just plain fishin’ worm dumb, the (16th) double equals 5,000. Add 5,000 to 6,875 (-1/8th) or MM 7/8th (Yellow) Key of “B,” in the next lower MM Trading Octave, and you could have predicted the all time high from the low of 6,875 (years in advance). If you were not afraid (to), you could have figured it out. No way.

The Dow 30 Index went down and found its lows at 6,875, then went up to 11,875.50 (+ 5,000); then fell to 7,187.50 down (-4,687.50) then it has retraced back up to 11,875 up (+ 4,687.50). Will it move up to 12,500 (+5,000)?

You have two ways to try our software: 1) $60.00 day trial or 2) free by joining our Velocity4x.com Forex Currency Spread Classes for 30 days. What a great deal.

Gold and Silver and Interest Rates and US Dollar know Murrey Math
Did you go long then short off Murrey’s Harmonic Internal Trading Frame on these markets?
You may want to contact Don Fausner,* commodity trader, Master Level Murrey Math Student, who works for www.next-source.com, in Irvine, California, who uses (nothing but) Murrey Math, to guide his clients to exit Gold and Silver from their highs near 750 and 14.0625. He predicted in early October to look at Natural Gas, which is a big winner, by today.

Chart # 04 Gold
Chart # 05 Silver
Chart # 06 Natural Gas
Interest Rates are predictable by .1953125 of one point or MM 1/8th set to 1.5625, 3.125 or 6.25% MM Price Frames with 5.0% as the 30 year long normal MM 4/8th.

Continued on our website
Because of the length of this article (11-pages) and the number of charts illustrated we have placed it on our website:. You will find the complete article along with all the charts. Please go to www.tradersworld.com/murreymath42